
Saturday 24 September: InspiralLondon Day of Exploration
Meeting outside Cutty Sark Pub @ Ballast Quay, SE10 9PD, @ 12noon

From noon to 5pm on Saturday at low tide, InspiralLondon
will visit the sites and sounds of Over Time, with
artistic interventions, invitations, walking art and
workshops along the path of segment 12 of InspiralLondon
trail. Come and share the spectacular views along the
Thames at North Greenwich and disrupt the dystopian vision
of contemporary waterfront living by imagining other
cities future/past.

From 12:30 onward, the Walking Artists Network will
lead a ‘Walkie-Talkie’, a workshop for those who use
walking in their practice.

Schedule: Performances and events will intertwine and
overlap throughout the afternoon.

12-3pm - ‘Enderby’s Whaling’ at Ballast Quay.
12.30pm - Join Charlie Fox outside Cutty Sark Pub to
walk along the Thames beach to Enderby Wharf.
Inspiral volunteers will direct those not able to
walk along the beach to Thames pathway at Tunnel Av.

12.30-5pm – ‘Walkie-Talkie’ with Walking Artists
Network around North Greenwich. Walkie-talkies are an
opportunity to come together and think and talk and
walk. However you walk – as an artist, commuter,
ecologist, geographer, hiker, historian, urban
planner, on wheels, with a walking stick, or just for
the pleasure of it – please come along and add your
feet and thoughts.

12.30pm onward - Rachel Gomme will create a
durational performance using found materials to map
the contingent presence of the foreshore, both
present-day tidal shifts and past and potential
future shorelines.

1-2pm - Join Anne Robinson for Quick Draw/Long Draw.
An experiment with perceived time in the landscape:
How long is a minute? An hour? A day? Drawing out the

moment, Anne will lead a graphic adventure on the
foreshore: inviting participants to explore hand-eye
time, mobile drawing and the altered state of the
artist/recorder. This play-shop will last for an
incalculable number of magical drawn out moments, an
infinitesimal amount of clock-time, but if you want
to be bound down, probably about an hour.

1-2.30pm - every 15 minutes (while the tide is low)
Richard Couzins presents a portable single screen
video work, exploring how the tangential drift of
the Inspiral route changes expectations of walking,
talking, presence and place.

2-4pm - counterproductions will unveil and place a
number of new AntiSigns to join those that remain on
the Thames foreshore from Over Time (Autumn 2014).

2-4pm - Sarah Sparkes invites visitors to join her
for ‘Eels and Wormholes’ – Psychic Wanderings, an
inter-dimensional journey along the liminal
shoreline of the Thames. This participatory
performance will use a series of actions, dialogues
and immaterial mapping systems to activate mental
timelines, dream lines and desire lines, creating a
network of paths that invisibly intersects with the
fabric of reality.

2.30-4pm - Screening at Enderby Wharf of ‘Over Time’

Also on Saturday, the Day of Sound workshop will be
taking place at Greenwich University & Enderby
Wharf, with the morning at the University and taking
field recordings by Ballast Quay in the afternoon.
Day of Sound examines sound walking, field recording
and live audio streaming, exploring how actively
listening to the soundscapes around us can enhance
our awareness and understanding of the spaces in
which we find ourselves, and how we can share them
remotely in real time or as archived recordings.


